Hash #683

12th October 2014
Bassin
Hares: Jean and Karuna

Hello Happy Hashers!
This trail wasn’t too long – the Runners could not complain though, as
they were given an extra 2km loop that let them really stretch out their
legs. We had a lot of variety on the run, the most exciting part was
negotiating the watercress plantations with all the wobbly rocks that kept
us all on our toes. Several vegetable plantations were encountered on the
way, and as if that was not enough, we even came across fruit-sellers.
Some road running was also included. Well-deserved down-down for the
Hares!

First-timers this week:
- Marie-Maude Rene, from Mauritius (lives in Switzerland)

Second-Timers this week:
- None (2nd week running)

Not too many Sinners this week:
- Tusia and Mario, the latest head-to-head between Germany and
Poland went the latter’s way (the football world champions were
beaten a whopping 2:0 by the Polskis)
- Mario, for resembling somebody the RA had come across during the
week (well, when you see a chap with the following phrase on his tshirt: “Two World Wars, One World Cup”, who else would you think
of?)
- Sanjeev, as there was no-one better to represent the South Africans,
who declared war on England many, many years ago
- JC, Gilbert and Harry, for not knowing their prime numbers
- Leslie, Alan and JC, some of our ex-GMs who failed to lend advice
on how to organise a Hash Bash (your poor Scribe was left feeling
only slightly overwhelmed with the amount of work and lack of
enthusiasm from others)
- Marie Anne, Vikash and Vincent, our guinea pigs for our RA’s
weekly (eccentric) experiments
Cow-Bell – forgotten (*gasp*). Our RA did not go unpunished.

Birthdays: Mario, Marie-Claude, Ravi, Tara, Yannick
Returners: Alison and Paul Burton

Next Hash: Belle Rive (due to lack of enthusiasm, the costume idea has
been scrapped, so it’s just a regular run – don’t worry there will be a beer
stop instead).
See you next time!
Isis

